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Abstract — In this world there is no resolution for safety, 
even in normal food truck also there is no system for 
monitoring the food items automatically. This system 
possesses the self-monitoring capability of food items and 
automatically discovering and notifying the consumer of the 
need to replace the food items with slight human 
intervention. The device which got to be good enough to 
acknowledge our wants. The technology of (IOT) within the 
food business helps to cut back the chance of food health 
problem occurrence. In our system the food safety 
mechanically discover the load of the product, any 
gas outflow and any changes within the level of the liquid 
during a instrumentation using many sensors 
are accustomed screen key generation condition shipping 
time and most noteworthy temperatures. Such 
Sensors are load cell sensor, gas sensor, ultrasonic sensor 
and coolant then the system can mechanically inform the 
Producer about the status of the food safety through short 
alert message using GSM mobile network. A factual time 
sensors that have the power to watch the temperature of a 
product from the time it leaves a farm to the instant it leaves 
the supermarket store. By making sure that everyone items 
inside a supply chain are properly optimized with reference 
to safety, tracking, and traceability, the chance of dangerous 
food reaching customers is considerably reduced. 
Keywords-Food truck, load cell sensor, gas sensor, 
ultrasonic sensor and GSM 

I. INTRODUCTION 
“TO EAT IS A STIPULATION, BUT TO EAT 
INTELLIGENTLY IS AN ART.” 

The essential for any living form is food, water, air. 
Food provides the energy for you to function, to change, to 
think, to breed and healing our body, primarily if we don’t 
eat we die. But to eat irrationally is an art, getting the right 
balance between measure, value and the grouping of 
protein, carbohydrates, fats, minerals and vitamins, good 
crabs, bad crabs, good fats and bad fats, it’s not only an art 
it is a science. As in today’s circumstances, most of the 
people are employed and have excited schedule all the day. 
These entire factors have been considered for the food 
safety. The food safety is employed to measure its contents 
spontaneously and if there are any modifications in the 
Content, it sends an SMS via GSM. It uses sensors like load 

cell, ultrasonic and gas sensor and coolant to discover and 
monitor these contents and sends consumer notification 
via GSM mobile network. To detect and monitor its 
contents and sends user a notice via GSM mobile network. 
It utilizes load cell sensor for estimating the heaviness of 
the items ultrasonic dimension sensor for estimating the 
dimension of the fluid in a compartment and gas sensor for 
monitoring the outflow of gas and changes within the 
container will be sent to the user mobile phone via GSM 
mobile network.  

Then the agent could be a bright yellow or green liquid 
that mixes with the water in container to stay the radiators 
from heating are sent to the shopper mobile phone via 
GSM mobile network. Since this proposal uses sensors for 
the automatic monitoring, it saves more time of the people 
using it. It uses GSM technique for the notification of 
insufficient products to the user mobile, this would be very 
supportive for the user because they may need not go to 
shop for each and every product that run off. Instead they 
can shop when it sends an alarm message, thus it needs no 
manual monitoring. 

II. RELATED WORK 
The primary function of this food safety defines the 
environment and practice that protect the standard of food 
to stop contamination and food diseases. The way to cut 
back the food safety risks by using of coolant and sensors 
like load cell, ultrasonic, gas sensor to find and monitor its 
contents and sends consumer a notification via GSM 
mobile network. 
 This module is able to remotely educate the 
client about the low substances. It also facilitates purchase 
of the occasional food items from an online vendor. The 
link to the vendor is incorporated inside the notification 
that is sent to the client via SMS (Short Message Service) 
and email. This module also helps to avoid wastage of 
foodstuff as the user is continuously aware of the contents 
and can proactively take measures to prevent wastage. It is 
designed for managing food items stored in it. More 
significantly, it can perform other roles such as dietary 
control, eating routine analysis. 
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
There are convinced options regulating the method of 

the current system. The difficulties of the current system 
are listed below. 

 Only manual watching is feasible. 
 No coolants are used to inform about the product. 
 Quantity of the product can’t be measured by the 

consumer. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system, Design of Food Container 

overcomes the difficulties of the current system. 
 The proposed design aims to implement a food 

safety system, that is simple to use and efficient 
for the consumer. 

 It is capable of notifying it producer about the 
activities going on inside food container. 

 If the food items weight is below the threshold 
value, notifications are send to the consumer 
mobile. 

V. ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig 1 System Architecture 

Load Cell Sensor: 
A heap cell may be a electrical device that's 

utilized to deliver an electrical flag whose greatness is 
lawfully cherish the ability being calculable. This electronic 
flag are often a voltage amendment, current modification 
or repetition amendment contingent upon the sort of 
burden cell and hardware utilize. The electrical flag yield is 
frequently within the request of satiny low variety of milli-
volts. 

Ultrasonic Sensor: 
Ultrasonic distance sensors area unit meant to live 

distance between the supply and target exploitation 
inaudible waves. we have a tendency to use inaudible  
waves as a result of their fairly actual across short 
distances and don’t cause disturbances as they're 
supersonic to human ear. . HC-SR04 may be a usually used 

module for non contact removes feminine cycle for 
separations from 2cm to 400cm. It uses measuring 
instrument (like balmy and dolphins) to live distance with 
high exactness and stable readings It consist an inaudible 
transmitter, receiver and feedback loop. The transmitter 
transmits short bursts that get reflected by target and unit 
gotten by the recipient. The time distinction among 
transmission and gathering of unsounded signals is 
calculated. Exploitation the speed of noise and Speed = 
Distance/Time equation, the house between the 
availability and target area unit usually merely calculated. 

Gas Sensor: 
The gas sensing element module incorporates a 

steel skeleton underneath that a identifying half is housed. 
This detective work part is exposed to current through 
associating leads. This current is thought as warming 
current through it the gases moving toward the 
distinguishing half get ionizing and square measure eaten 
by the recognizing component. This changes the resistance 
of the sensor that adjusts the worth of this going out of it. 
once a gas interrelates with this sensing element its initial 
ionizing into its constituents and is then adsorbate by the 
sensor. This surface assimilation creates an imminent 
modification on the component that is sent to the 
processor unit through output pins in sort of current. 

Coolant Sensor: 
             The tip of the CTS is maybe placed right next to the 
engine agent. The device works by menstruation the 
temperature that is being given off by the thermostat 
and/or the fluid itself. The temperature is then sent to the 
on-board system. 

Global System for Mobile Communication: 
GSM may be a digital mobile telecommunication 

system that's wide employed in Europe and alternative 
components of the globe. Gsm utilizes a variety of your 
tdma and is that the most generally used of the 3 digital 
wireless telecommunication technologies (TDMA, GSM, 
and CDMA). GSM electronic equipment is introduced to 
rectify the most limitation of the dial up electronic 
equipment supported its acceptance of a sim card. it's 
nearly similar to a mobile communication system as works 
over a membership to a portable administrator. From the 
portable administrator point of view a gsm electronic 
equipment appearance rather likes a itinerant. 
victimization the transmission and reception pins, a 
electronic equipment will receive and send the messages 
and it may well be interfaced with the computer or to a 
microcontroller. This property makes the electronic 
equipment to exist during a relevant position on 
embedded applications. 
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VI. RESULTS 

 
Fig 2: Indications in mobile 

 

Normally in any standard food truck, solely manual 
observance is finished whereas in sensible food truck 
everything is finished mechanically. Initially, the load of 
the merchandise is measured once the usage of the 
merchandise load is once more measured and checked 
against the edge price. If the worth went below the edge 
value, it sends a SMS via GSM. Level of the liquid is 
measured and once the usage if it went below the edge 
price, it sends a SMS   via GSM. Finally if there's any 
outflow of gas or gas from the rotten vegetables and fruits, 
it monitors and sends an SMS to the user. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This idea has given Pine Tree State a chance to style, 

code, and take a look at and styles an application. During 

this paper, we have a tendency to introduce a completely 
unique IoT design able to track and trace agriculture from 
the sector through the availability chain and in food 
process environments. we have a tendency to planned to 
use the IoT technologies to create the food provision safety 
following system, analyzed the operating principles and 
elements of the system and thru a series of calculation, 
obtained the point, production, and safety data regarding 
the target food merchandise. This innovation has helped 
USA to figure with RaspberryPi3, Rasbian and python. 
Further, this has helped USA knowing additional regarding 
sensors and its operating. 
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